Abstract-Lots of studies have been done to pinpoint program faults almost to the exact line where different types of abnormal behaviors occur. Among them there is the promising testingbased fault localization (TBFL) technique, the aim of which is to locate the faults in the program automatically when the program is executed with test suite. This paper proposes an improved TBFL method augmented with fault propagation. It localizes faults in three major steps: generate the execution path and dependency information of program, modify the existing fault state of program, and ultimately infer statement suspicious score. Our empirical results show that, for the subject we studied, our technique can get better effectiveness than others. Empirical results show that our method can help to debug efficiently and get better effectiveness than other competitors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Debugging software error is always a time-consuming and costly problem for software developers to solve [1] . Locating faults in programs usually cost most of time in the debugging process. Clearly, techniques that can reduce the time required to locate faults can have a significant impact on the cost and quality of software development and maintenance [3] .
The theory of automated fault localization has been presented and lots of researchers devote their energies to this field. TBFL is one of the most promising fault localization techniques, which ranks suspiciousness of statements by counting their occurrences in failing and successful runs of a buggy program. Kai Yu et al proposed a spectrum-based fault localization (SFL) technique named LOUPE [5] which uses multiple spectra-specific models to locate faults with the dynamic dependence information. Sun, Xiaobing, et al. propose an iterative fault localization process of selecting test cases for effective fault localization, which identifies as many faults as possible in the program until the stopping criterion is satisfied [15] . Shu T, Ye T, et al. propose a fault localization method based on statement frequency [2] .
The dynamic dependence information, which contains data and control dependence, describes the relationship between the variables by data dependence and the statements by control dependence. We observe that the programmers usually figure out the faulty statements by looking into how the infection is propagated along the executed path and the dynamic dependence information. So it is a good idea to introduce fault propagation information to improve fault localization, which could improve the precision of the fault localizer and save time.
In this paper, we present the Fault Propagation based Fault Localizer (fpFL) which establishes fault propagation model to pinpoint the fault by combining the suspicious score of each node and the factor of fault propagation. We calculate the suspiciousness of a statement by bigger one of the two scores with control and data dependence models. Finally we can get the rank list of all the suspicious statements and the faults are put in the obvious place to assist fault localization.
Our empirical experiment indicates that our technique is useful and it can improve the locating effect. The main contributions of the paper are twofold: (1) A presentation of an approach that build a fault propagation model with control to evaluate each statement and produces the effective rank list of suspicious statements with our algorithm. (2) The results of a set of our empirical studies, with our technique and some other techniques. The studies evaluate the effectiveness of our technique with the Siemens Test suite.
In the next section, we present our technique and illustrate it with a motivating example.
II. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
In this section, we briefly review the control and data dependences. Then, we will use a common example to propose the problem and draw out our technique. Program dependence graph is useful in software engineering applications, such as testing [5] , fault localization [6] , [7] and model potential semantic dependences [8] . A program dependence graph represents control dependence in a program. Control dependences are typically defined in terms of control flow graphs. Data dependences are typically defined in terms of data flow graphs. They can capture the effects of predicate statements and data interactions on program behavior. They can capture the abnormal behavior through control and data flow if the program has bugs. If a bug is propagated by control flow, it is easily involved the abnormal behavior though control dependences. Similarly a bug propagated by data flow is easily involved the abnormal behavior though data dependences. All in all, different fault types are influenced by different dependences.
First, we use one example of program is_num_constant() to illustrate our motive of fault localization. The code checks the input string whether it is a constant number, which shows a function extracted from the faulty version v6 of program print_tokens2 and a test suite in the Siemens suite [10] . It is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . In Figure 1 , the left part is the program is_num_constant(), which has a fault in line 7, the right part is the test suite with 4 passed test cases and 2 failed test case, each test case occupies a column.
int is_num_constant (token str) Control and Data dependences
Test cases (6) 1 2 3 4 5 6 (b1,b2)
We record a small back dot at the intersection of the statement row and the test case column when the statement is executed, the results are given at the bottom of the test cases column, "P" represents the result is passed and "F" represents failed, such as the test case t5, the program executed the statement s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, and s7, and the result is failed. In the Figure 2 , the control dependence of the program is_num_constant() is shown in Figure 2 .
In Figure 2 , the nodes represent the relatively independent block, which is inseparable and compose of continuous sentences. The edges represent the dependency relationship between two blocks. We record a small back dot at the intersection of the dependency pair row and the test case column when the edge is executed, the results are also given at the bottom of the test cases column. For example, the back dots in first row represent the dependency pair (b1,b2) is executed in the test {2,3,4,5,6}. According to Figure 2 .
III. METHODS

A. Fault Localization Model
To illustrate our method, given a passed test suite T={t1,t2,t3, ··· tm}, and a failed test suite T'={t1',t2',t3', ··· tm'} for a program P. In the program is_num_constant(), passed test suite T={t1 ,t3 ,t4, t6}, T'={t2 ,t5} is the failed suite. Give the B={b1,b2,b3,···,bn} as the set of basic block, a statement set S={s1 ,s2 ,s3, ···,sn}, sk(1≤k≤n) is a statement in P. Give a dependence pair ε(bi,bj), which means bi has a control dependence on the bj which is the successor node of bi. We define ε(*,bi) as all dependence pairs that dependent on the bi as the successor node. In the program execution process, it will be executed to a number of dependency pairs, so we define θ(ε,tk) as whether the program cover the dependence pair ε in execution of test cases tk, if true the value is 1, else the value is 0. In the program is_num_constant(), ε(s2,s3) is cover in the test 2, so θ((s2,s3),t1)=1.
With the spectra of dynamic control dependence, we can measure initial suspicious score of each node. There are several similarity formulas to evaluate the suspicious of the node. we choose Ochiai [9] formula as our metrics. The initial suspicious score of a node measures as follow:
where b belongs to the set of basic block. In (1), bnf refers to the number of test cases that b have not been executed in the failed test case. bef and bep refer to the number of test cases that block b have been executed in the failed test case and the passed test case, so bef+bep represents the number of test cases that the basic block B appears in its execution path. This value is used as the initial probability of the algorithm. Then we need to consider the impact of fault propagation on the node. Define θ√(ε) and θ×(ε) as the coverage proportion of the dependence pair ε in T and T'. The corresponding formula are given in (2):
where the u and v represent the number of successful test cases and failed test cases respectively, tk and t'k belongs to T and T' respectively. As mentioned above if the dependence pair ε is executed in a test case tk , θ(ε,tk) equal 1, or 0. In doing so, we can calculate the successful and failure coverage proportion of each dependence pair ε. If a dependence pair is higher on the frequency of the test cases that appear in the error, the more 
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likely it is to go wrong or the more likely it is to appear on the propagation path. Then we need to quantify this possibility to measure the suspicious of the dependence pair. The metrics is shown as following:
The formula (3) is compared in dependence on the success and failure in the test case coverage rate to calculate the suspicious of the dependence pair ε. When the value of θ △ (ε) is positive, that the coverage proportion of ε in failure test case is greater than it in the successful test case, so the dependence pair ε in the failed execution has a higher frequency, which indicates that the more closely it related to program error. When value equals 0, which the correlation degree between ε and error is lower than the one which its value is positive. Similarly, when the value is negative, the correlation degree between ε and the error is the lowest. Then we need to calculate the propagation rate of each dependence pair.First we introduce a concept w(ε) as the propagation rate proportion size of the ε. The propagation proportion calculation method, as shown in the formula (4). In formula (4), the numerator represent the suspicious score of ε(bi,bj) and the denominator represent the sum of the dependence pairs' suspicious score whose successor node is bk. The ratio of the formula (4) represent the impact of bj on bk. In particular, when the denominator is 0, we set it to a minimum of 10 -10 in order to ensure the correctness of the calculation. After obtaining the program's propagation, we can calculate the suspicious degree of each node according to the relationship between the propagation rate and the node. Then we combine the impact of other nodes calculated by (4) and the suspicious score of the node itself calculated by (1) to obtain the suspicious score of each block, the formula is shown in (5) .
  
where sus(bj) has been calculated as the suspicious score of node bj itself in (1), and the latter part is the product of the ε(bi,bj)'s propagation rate and the suspicious score of node bk.
In doing this, we can obtain a set of equations about the node suspicious degree, and the suspicious degree of the leaf node is the suspicious score of the node itself. So the n element equation group can be solved by the Gauss's elimination method. For each statement in the block is the same, we can get a suspicious degree ranking table of each statement. According to the table we can finally pinpoint program fault. Our method algorithm for fault localization has been given in Fig. 3 .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experiment Setup
In our studies, we use the Siemens suite to analysis our techniques. It consists of 7 programs which consist of correct code, several versions of faulty code, thousands of test cases and others. In our experiment, we use 122 versions for our studies shown in Table 1 , because some versions could not be instrumented with our tool, some versions' fault lines exist in the head files, we remove those versions in our experiment. We run all the given test cases listed in Table 1 , but some of them can not get the output with specific version so we delete them in our studies.
After estimating the suspicious score of each executed statement in the program, we sort the scores in decreasing order to help the programmers to find bug. Some statements may have the same scores in specified precision. We set their rank values with the last one in the group statements. Take s6 and s7 for example in Fig. 1 , their rank range is between 1 and 2. We give 2 as those statements rank value.
B. Results and Analysis
We represent the results about the effectiveness with the Siemens subjects in Table 2 and Fig. 4 . Table 2 shows the percentage of test runs at each score level. Following the convention of previous studies, [4] , [3] , [14] , each segment is 10 percentage points, apart from the 90-99% range and the 99-100% range because 100% is impossible. "CT" is the CauseTransitions technique using the standard SDG-ranking technique. For example, there are 25.08% of faulty versions that could be found the bugs easily for less than 1% code to be examined with our technique. The level of 90-99% shows 49.93% of faulty versions only need to be examined less than 10% code. Figure 4 shows a graphical view of the data in Table 2 . The horizontal axis represents the lower bound of each score range, and the vertical axis represents the percentage of faulty versions achieving a score greater than or equal to that lower bound. Points and connecting lines are drawn for each technique. For example, the curve of our technique shows that about 22.13% faulty versions have a percentage of between 99%-100%, which means only less than 1% code need to be examined before finding out the bug.
FIGURE IV. COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF EACH TECHNIQUE
From the figure we can see the advantages of the FPFL algorithm intuitively. In the figure of the statistics, only in the 90 score FPFL achieved a 72.95% version of the rate, less than 73.90% of LOUPE, and the rest of the points curve have achieved the highest value. For the programmer to locate the fault, the less amount of code need to be checked, the greater significance of fault location technology is. It can also be seen from Figure 4 , the FPFL algorithm has more advantages than other methods, which can find fault in the program more effectively.
V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper, we present an improved method of software fault localization based on fault propagation. We use the Siemens suite to validate the effectiveness of our method, and most of the faulty version in Siemens suite contains a single fault. Experimental results show that the proposed method has achieved good efficiency in fault localization and enhances the effectiveness for fault localization, which achieved better than LOUPE, Cp etc. The experimental results show the technique can be effective in assisting a programmer locate faults in many cases. However, our technique still has space to improve. So we would like to disinter more information and adjust our model to improve effectiveness in the future. For the future work we plan to extend our framework with run-time program dependences, and use more real-life software to detect our technique. Also we will do more experiments with multi-bugs programs in the near future.
